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Although we decided early on that we should postpone this year’s reunion
because of the then impending coronavirus crisis, as time went on it
became clear that that had been the right decision. Thanks to all of you
for your understanding. Please keep well and stay safe in these very
troubling times. Let’s all raise a tankard to each other!

Photo by
Jim Jolly.

Farewells
Sue Goodwin, wife of 74’s Ken Goodwin, CO during the Leuchars and Tengah days, died on the 30th December
2019 after a year’s battle against cancer. Sue was beloved by all the Tengah Tigers with her unfailing support
of Ken and thereby the squadron.
Marian Dickens, wife of the late Association Member Eric Dickens died just before Christmas 2019.
Brian Farrell was not a member of the Association but his grandson Kieran got in touch to say that he had died
on the 14th March. Brian served with both 74 and 111 Squadrons as an engineer during the late 50s and 60s
Kieran thinks. If anybody remembers Brian perhaps you could let me know.
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Photographic Tiger. A Brief History Of My Time.
Part Two
John Williams continues with his account of his five years as a
Tiger at RAF Horsham St Faith 1955-1960.
The miraculous escape
The whooshing noise I mentioned near the beginning of Part One of
my story in Tiger News 74 I was to hear again in May 1957 at the
start of Exercise Vigilant. Aircraft were armed and the two
squadrons at Horsham, 74 with our Hunters (below) and the visiting
141 Squadron with its Javelins, were tasked with patrolling the
coast. The weather that month was good and long spells of sunshine
had left the airfield ground hard. On Saturday 25th, by 0630 we
had two aircraft airborne with another taking off and a Javelin
warming up about to taxi. Despite the ungodly hour an exercise was
always an exciting time and even though my involvement was minimal
at such a time I would busy myself where I could be of use, even if it was just strapping in pilots. That
particular morning I had done my bit on the far side of the airfield and started to watch the Hunter already on
its way down the runway before walking back to the crew hut. I always loved the sight of an aircraft taking off
(why wasn’t it me?) – but this time there
was no leap into the air. It just
disappeared, no bang, no smoke, nothing.
I started to run to find out what had
happened. Clearly something had as our
fire engines were already on their way,
all bells ringing. As part of this scenario
I noticed the Javelin had started to taxi,
heading for the runway and in my path, so
I had to stop. But something was wrong
here too. I could see more than the
usual engine smoke and this time it was
coming from below the aircraft. I waved
my arms furiously to try to attract the
pilot’s attention but he continued to taxi.
More and more smoke drifted behind the aircraft but now flame could be clearly seen from a drop tank
dragging along underneath, pouring fuel and well alight. Obviously the pilot was unaware so I continued to chase
after him until at last air traffic must have spotted what was happening because the Javelin suddenly pulled
off the perimeter track, travelled another 50 yards and stopped. Both pilots scrambled to the ground. The
aircraft continued to burn and within a few minutes it was engulfed in flames and clouds of oily black smoke. All
I could do was watch, not daring to get too close, expecting the whole thing to explode. After what felt like an
age I suddenly heard more bells and a Norwich City Fire engine appeared, breaking through the airfield crash
barriers and tearing across the grass. They did brilliantly getting to us in only 10 minutes, but it was too late.
The Javelin, now covered in black acrid smoke and collapsing, was lost. The only damage to the crew was a
broken ankle.
If these frenetic few minutes were not enough, I suddenly heard a familiar noise and looked up to see a Hunter
in a 45 degree dive, its undercarriage only half down, heading for the airfield and directly towards me. At the
last moment it flattened out, hitting the ground with a terrible thump and scattering its undercarriage in all
directions before leaping back into the air for a few seconds, crashing down again on its nose and starting to
career across the grass. As it did so, rather than slowing down the whole airframe began to porpoise, going up
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then down again and on each occasion with the porpoising getting worse. On every bounce more pieces fell off
until, as it passed me, the whole front of the aircraft, including the cockpit, broke away completely. At the
same time I saw the ejection seat fly out and spin several times before returning to earth with a horrible crash
and slide to a stop. Surely no one could survive that! I was still some distance away and again there was nothing
I could do. There was no fire, only scattered wreckage everywhere, settling dust, running people and
ambulances. In a state of shock I kept away. I’d seen enough!
Later the whole story behind this 20-minute disaster was revealed. Evidently the Hunter that failed to take
off had had a manual reversal and was parked in the farmer’s field that lay at the end of the runway. I don’t
think there was too much damage although I do believe the farmer cutting hay was not impressed and had a few
words! Of our pair of Hunters already airborne, one experienced a flame out and radioed it was turning back to
base. Air Traffic Control, who were now coping with two emergencies simultaneously, had scrambled the
station’s fire crew who were searching for the aircraft in the field when passing before them came a Javelin
pouring smoke but seemingly oblivious to the fact it was dragging a drop tank and was on fire. An immediate call
was put out - ‘You are on fire! You are on fire!’ - but in the confusion of the moment the tower failed to give a
call sign. The call alerted the Javelin but our Hunter retuning to base after having relit his engine and hearing
it thought it was for him and shut everything down and headed for Horsham to do a flame out landing. The rest
is history. Well, not quite. The pilot, Tony Hilton who I knew well, did survive. How I don’t know: maybe he had
a guardian angel that day. He appeared back on the squadron several months later.
*
I left Horsham in early 1960 and immediately found a job
in my home town of Bristol, helping to set up a film unit
with Bristol Siddeley Engines (now Rolls Royce), a unit
making all types of training, development and promotional
films as well as offering material for national TV. It
meant filming and flying with the latest military and civil
aircraft from Concorde to Harrier (right), Red Arrow’s
Gnats, ramjets, missiles, hovercraft, fast patrol boats
and even aircraft carriers and power stations. But by
then, despite us being very busy, there were clouds on
the horizon. The aircraft industry had started to
contract and I felt on the periphery of things and vulnerable if anything was to go, I needed to look around.
BBC Television just down the road were always interested in what I filmed and I had a friend there (cameramen
in those days were treated like gods - some thought they were!) who I asked for advice. Why don’t you try us?
The outcome was a 30-year career beyond my wildest dreams, traveling the world making all types of
programmes from the back streets of Belfast to the snowy wastes of Antarctica. And filming drama like
Gangsters, Poldark, Howard’s Way (left) , All Creatures Great and Small: topical shows like Top Gear, Day Time
Live and Country File: and documentaries involving sleeping with the down and outs under the arches in London
to spending a year with our future king. I would be
given many wonderful stories to shoot and on my
travels I occasionally bumped into old members of the
squadron.
Ex-74 Squadron Flying Officer Kleynhans (Lightnings)
was the pilot of a RAF Britannia taking my BBC crew
and me to Singapore to film the wartime experiences
of Bishop Wilson. He was Bishop of Singapore when
the Japanese captured the island. It was a story of
mans’ inhumanity to man, matched by humanity itself.
It also showed another side of the Japanese. The
atrocities meted out by them during the Second
World War are well documented. Despite, or because, he was a bishop, Wilson was given the full treatment.
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Repeatedly beaten and starved he ended up in the notorious Changi jail under sentence of death, regularly
being taken out to be executed then reprieved, mental torture in itself. His life was saved by a Japanese
officer called Ogowa, a Christian who had been sent from the mainland to administer the island. When the
atomic bomb was dropped and Japan surrendered everything immediately changed. Retribution and revenge,
never very far away, was swift and certainly offered with little justice. It was now that Wilson was able to
return the favour and save Ogowa’s life. We brought them together in Singapore for the first time since 1945
and they were joined by others involved in the ordeal. All were given a chance to tell personally the story of
what actually had happened. You only have to imagine what it was like for me personally to film all this.
To save money, the BBC would often cadge lifts on military transport and combining stories like the Wilson
documentary with a journey to a British army camp called Tarenda tucked away in the middle of the Malaysian
jungle. This camp, literally hacked out of the jungle, was complete with family married quarters, various messes,
school, hospital, swimming pool, beautiful lawns and playing fields, together making a stunning multi-million pound
complex. It was about to be closed as part of Harold Wilson’s Labour policy at the time despite not having long
been completed. The Malay government didn’t want it, the cost being too great, and bets were already on as to
how long it would take for the jungle to reclaim it. But that’s another story.
Bob Cossey sent me a list of Association members and I do
recognise a few names such as Ian Cadwallader: and Boz
Robinson who was a Flying Officer when I knew him, last
remembered as he waved to me as he passed, flying 40 feet
above the runway while doing an overshoot! Sergeant Tait, as
scrum half, Flying Officer Nick Tester and myself as wing
forwards were the corner stone of the station’s rugby team
(right). Names now come flooding back, like the CO Squadron
Leader Keith Hazelwood, to be followed by Squadron Leader
Peter Carr and Engineering Officer Frazer and Chiefy
Drewel. I only had 5 years with the Tigers but it was well
spent for the seeds of my success were sown then. It led to
a career with the finest broadcaster in the world and as
lighting cameraman/director/producer I would find myself at the sharp end of many of its best productions. It
was more than luck. I retired from the Corporation in 1996 and you could argue that things have changed, but in
my time the BBC demanded the same disciplines I experienced with the RAF and 74 Squadron. Expertise was
not enough: it had to be matched with trust and integrity.

Hunter four-ship on approach to Horsham St Faith. All photos by John Williams.
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A Question for the Tengah Tigers
From David Wales:
Do you have any one in your Association who served at RAF Tengah in the 1960s? I served there myself
and, during a recent visit to Singapore I met a Singapore Air Force officer who is also their historian.
He is researching the history of the base since its establishment in 1932 to the present day. I visited
the old Officers Mess during my visit. One of the artefacts they came across during a renovation was
an old spanner (wrench) wrapped in a red ribbon. The question is does anyone recall the significance of
this item? It probably arrived after my time and it would helpful if I could tell the historian of its
significance as he was very helpful and welcoming during my visit.
David thinks it might have been a forfeit item, for example presented to someone who was improperly dressed
for a particular function with the spanner signifying ‘adjustment’, the red ribbon wrapped around the spanner
signifying the spanner’s ‘clothes’. Therefore, ‘adjusting one's dress’. As he says ‘it maybe sounds a bit
farfetched but that is the daft sort of thing we did in those days!’
If anybody can throw any light on the red-ribboned spanner, please let me know and I’ll pass it on. Thanks.

Conrad Henry ‘Matty’ Matthiessen Jnr.
Marian Sperberg-McQueen is researching and writing biographies of men from the Second Oxford
Detachment, Americans who trained with the Royal Flying Corps / Royal Air Force in 1917–1918 and went on to
serve as pilots on the Western Front during World War I. As far as possible Marian is using primary materials
and the biographies are being posted to an excellent web site - http://parr-hooper.cmsmcq.com/2OD/. Please
take a look.
Among these men was Conrad Henry ‘Matty’ Matthiessen (born Chicago June 3rd 1894 – died Pasadena,
California, December 21st 1966). He served with 74 Squadron from July 21st until September 19th 1918. This
is his story.
Conrad Matthiessen’s parents were first cousins; his
sibling grandfathers were born in Altona in Schleswig
Holstein (then part of Denmark). They emigrated to
the Midwest where they made large fortunes in the
manufacture of zinc and the refinement of sugar.
Matthiessen’s father, after studying at Yale’s
Sheffield Scientific School, went into the family sugar
business in Chicago. At least two members of the
family became prominent outside the business world:
Conrad Henry Matthiessen Jnr.’s cousin, Francis Otto
Matthiessen, a Harvard literary historian, and his
nephew, Peter Matthiessen, a naturalist and writer.
Conrad was the second of three surviving children, all
sons. After attending Hotchkiss, he, like his father,
studied at Sheffield, graduating in 1916. His family
kept up ties with Europe and Conrad was one of the
relatively few second Oxford detachment members
who had travelled to England, France and Germany
prior to 1917. When he registered for the draft he
listed his occupation as ‘aviator’ at Bay Shore on Long
Island and noted that he had been employed as a ‘3rd class machinist mate’ in the aero branch of the military
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for two months. He attended ground school at M.I.T.’s School of Military Aeronautics, graduating on August
25th 1917.

The front of Matthiessen’s draft card.
On the reverse it is noted that he is
tall and this is apparent when he
appears in group photos.
Along with about one third of his ground
school classmates, Conrad chose, or was
chosen, for flight training in Italy and was
thus one of the 150 members of the
‘Italian’ or ‘second Oxford detachment’
who sailed to England on the Carmania.
They departed New York for Halifax on
September 18th 1917 and sailed from
Halifax as part of a convoy for the
Atlantic crossing on September 21st.
When the Carmania docked at Liverpool on
October 2nd, the detachment learned that
they were not to go to Italy but were to
remain in England and repeat ground school
at the Royal Flying Corps’ No. 2 School of
Military Aeronautics at Oxford University.
Various explanations have been offered
for the confusion. Whatever the reason,
the detachment members fairly quickly
made their peace with the change and in
retrospect recognised the benefit of RFC
training.
At Oxford the cadets, as they were now called, were initially housed at Christ Church and Queen’s Colleges.
After exuberant celebrations by members of both Oxford detachments, all the men were moved to Exeter
College thus, as it were, sequestering the Americans. William Deetjen, who had been in charge of the men at
Queen’s, wrote in his diary for October 23rd:

And then at noon we got orders to pack up and move to Exeter. Now Exeter has no hot water, rotten
meals, baths only from 2:30 to 4:00 P.M. and it is really uncomfortable. Queen’s College was heaven
compared to this cold dump. One salvation is I room with Matthiessen, Sandford and Payson, all tech men
(i.e. all men who had attended ground school at M.I.T.).
They spent two more weeks at Oxford and then in early November all but twenty of them (who were posted to
a Flying School near Stamford) were sent north to Grantham in Lincolnshire to attend gunnery school at
Harrowby Camp. Conrad’s fellow Oxford detachment member Parr Hooper wrote of this move: ‘it looks like we
got sent here because there was no other place to send us to—playing for time.’
Fortunately for Hooper and Matthiessen, places opened up for fifty men at R.F.C. training squadrons in midNovember. They were among ten who were sent to Nos. 2 and 4 Training Squadrons at Northolt. At Northolt,
when weather permitted the cadets began flying instruction on Maurice Farman S.11 Shorthorns, flying dual
with an instructor. On December 3rd 1917, Conrad flew solo for the first time. Fairly quickly the men were able
to take their tickets - i.e. complete the basic requirements (figure eights, landings, specified altitude) needed
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to qualify for a certificate from the Royal Aero Club. From Northolt Conrad was posted to London Colney and
74 Squadron which was, until March 1918, a training squadron.

Conrad Matthiessen at Oxford.

The aerodrome and accommodations were in general primitive, but
some of the American cadets were lodged at the Red Lion in nearby
Radlett where, as Marvin Curtis wrote to his sister, they were
‘more comfortably settled than at any other place I have been in
the R.F.C. . . . I am rooming with five other Americans who came
over with me, Fry of Columbia, Tennessee., Fred Stillman,
Matthiessen and Wicks—all Yale men, and Austin Morrison of Iron
River, Michigan.’ At London Colney Conrad would have trained on
Avros, again initially dual and then solo. By mid-February he was
ready to do the requisite cross-country flight which typically
consisted of flying south via Northolt to Hounslow and back. Jesse
Campbell noted in his diary on February 17 th that ‘Morrison,
Matheson [sic], and Roberts did their cross country this afternoon
and came back in fog.’ Presumably not long after this Matthiessen
moved on to training on Sopwith Pups and completed the other
requirements to qualify for his commission and wings. On March
5th, a recommendation for his commission was forwarded to
Washington. Approval came back on March 17th and Matthiessen was placed on active duty on March 28 th. By
this time he was presumably at 56 Training Squadron, across the field at London Colney from 74. Early in March
74 had ceased to be a training squadron and was preparing to go to France and the Americans in training were
reassigned. It appears that Matthiessen remained at London Colney until at least the end of April. Curtis, still
at 56 Training Squadron, wrote in a letter on April 28th of going into London with his roommate Matthiessen. In
the same letter Curtis describes beginning to train on what are evidently Spads - although, wary of censorship,
he does not actually name the type of plane - and it is likely that Conrad was making the same transition.
From London Colney, Matthiessen would presumably have gone to Turnberry on the west coast of Scotland to
train in aerial gunnery. His last training posting was at the No. 1 School of Fighting at Ayr where he would have
trained on the S.E.5 and/or S.E.5A. His R.A.F. service record notes that on July 7th 1918 he proceeded from
the School of Fighting to the British Expeditionary Force in France His casualty form, a record of active
service postings, puts him at No. 2 ASD on this date, i.e., at the pilots’ pool at Rang du Fliers, near Boulogne,
part of No. 2 Aeroplane Supply Depot. There he would have waited to be assigned to a squadron. Austin
Morrison, according to the latter’s casualty form, joined him the next day. Like many others they had to kick
their heels there for a while, but eventually on July 21st, they were assigned to 74 Squadron, which meant they
were back with many of the men they had trained with at London Colney. Their fellow Second Oxford
Detachment member, Alexander Roberts, had also been with No. 74, but had two days previously been shot
down and made a prisoner of war.
74 Squadron flew S.E.5As and was stationed from April through September 1918 at Clairmarais near St. Omer,
initially at Clairmarais Nord and then, from early August at the newer aerodrome, Clairmarais Sud, only about a
mile away. The squadron, commanded by Keith Caldwell, was part of the 11th (Army) Wing, II Brigade, attached
to General Sir Herbert Plumer’s Second Army. The Second Army front ran approximately from Houthulst
Forest south past Ypres to Nieppe Forest. From the Clairmarais aerodromes 74’s pilots flew line and offensive
patrols as well as, occasionally, escort, ground strafing and wireless interception missions, all the while seeking
to put enemy reconnaissance planes out of commission and to eliminate enemy scouts flying over and east of the
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Second Army front north and south of Ypres. All this is apparent from the account by Ira Jones in his book
Tiger Squadron. As with a number of other squadrons, 74’s record book and other relevant original documents
appear unfortunately not to have survived, so details of Conrad’s activities are missing. I find neither casualty
nor combat reports for him, suggesting that he was not involved in incidents that resulted in injury to him or
damage to his plane, and also that he made no combat victory claims. That he was assigned to C flight is
supported by his appearance in an undated photo of that flight, along with Clive Glynn (apparently the flight
leader), Harold Shoemaker, Frederick Gordon, John Adamson, Jr., and William Goudie. The photo is undated,
but must have been taken before Shoemaker left on August 27th.

C Flight of 74 Squadron.
Back row, L to R.: Matthiessen, Glynn, Shoemaker. Front row, L to R.: Gordon, Adamson, and Goudi.
On September 19th, Conrad left 74 for the American 3rd Aviation Instruction Centre at Issoudun. From there
he, like a number of other Americans who had been serving with R.A.F. squadrons, was assigned to the U.S.
25th Aero Squadron. It was not until shortly before the armistice that the squadron had any of the S.E.5s they
were to fly. By the skin of their teeth they became operational before the armistice but did not see combat.
Conrad was able to return to the U.S. early in 1919. He boarded the U.S.S. Finland at St. Nazaire on January
31st 1919 and arrived back in New York on February 14th, 1919. After the war he went into manufacturing and
was the applicant on a number of patents, including one for an airplane. At some point he and his growing family
relocated to southern California, where he died in 1966.
___________________________________________________________________________________

From our Vice President, Boz Robinson. On page 16 of Tiger News 73, the re-equipping of 74 with
Hunter 4s is mentioned. ‘If my memory serves me correctly (writes Boz), for some months from September
1956 when I joined 74, we were destined to get Meteor NF.11s which was not regarded as being a popular move.
So it came as a huge relief when our CO Keith Haselwood told us early in 1957 that we were to get clapped out
Hunter 4s from 111 Squadron. One such, WV 269, soon became my favourite after the engine failed over
Cambridge and I landed it dead-stick back at Horsham. My Number 2, Tony Dean, watched in amazement as the
Avon disintegrated at 35,000feet and he shot past his leader, then followed me home offering comforting
comment. Curiously, many years later I heard a sound very similar to the noise just before that disintegration
occurred. It was a Canberra engine which I immediately shut down then spent a long time trying to convince our
engineer that he MUST remove the engine because to him it appeared undamaged. He did so at last and sure
enough the turbine was damaged and just about to disintegrate with possibly disastrous consequences. A close
shave!’
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A sidelong view……

John M Smith is a profile artist in the process of drawing side profiles of all 74’s Meteor F.8s. Thus far he has
drawn fifteen, including this one, WLl64/X.
To see the other fourteen and indeed John’s eighty F.8s from all squadrons, go to his flickr account,
https://www.flickr.com/photos/22448264@N05/albums. Well worth a look as there are many other aircraft
types too!

Lightning Archive
Ian Simpson is a regular contributor of photos to the Association and three of his latest feature Lightnings at
Tengah,

At Tengah 74 found itself working regularly with the
Royal Navy and Fleet Air Arm. XS895 is Red Top armed
in this shot and is taking on fuel from an 893 Naval Air
Squadron Sea Vixen (XP920) flying from HMS Hermes. Also sporting Red Tops is a fine shot of XR769, coded
B. Ironically, ‘769’s nemesis was an F-4J. On charge to 11 Squadron at Binbrook in 1988 she (am I allowed to
say that anymore? Did I read somewhere it is politically incorrect to assign genders to non-human objects?)
crashed into the North Sea after an engine fire during practice air-to-air combat with 74. The crew of the J
promptly marked up their aircraft with one ‘kill’!
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This is Lightning T.5 XV329/T - the last Lightning built for the RAF? ‘329 was shipped out to Tengah on MV
Calchas and on arrival was unloaded from the ship by craning it onto the barge above, was sailed to a slipway at
Seletar and was pulled off and towed to 390 MU where she was checked over before being taken on charge by
74.
With thanks to Colin Higgs.

Another fine shot, this time of Lightning T.5 XV329/T
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Bill Longman
William 'Bill' Longman was a Tiger from August 1939 until June 1940,
serving as an LAC Corporal and familiar with all the squadron’s famous
names from that era. It’s always of interest to chart the careers of Tigers
after their time with 74, no more so than during the war years. In 1942 Bill
was sent to Curtiss-Wright in the USA to train on maintenance of the
Curtis P-40 Kittyhawk with a view to his returning as an instructor although
that didn't happen as he went directly to North Africa at the time of El
Alamein and stayed there for the duration.
Bill’s nephew Malcolm Davis has recently discovered the photograph and
passing out certificate below. In the lecture room photograph, dated 13th
April 1942, Bill is third from the left in the front row sitting together with
other RAF, US and Canadian airmen.

Sailor Malan. RAF Coltishall 1959.

With 74’s CO at the time, Sqn Ldr Peter Carr
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Phantom Phlypast
Thanks to Bill Preece for
sharing this. It shows the
aircraft (all Phantom FGR.2s)
of 56 and 74 Squadrons that
took part in the Queen’s
Birthday flypast on June 13th
1992.

On track and on time!
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